Some recent constructions based on LWE do not sample the secret uniformly at random but rather from some distribution which produces small entries. The most prominent of these is the binary-LWE problem where the secret vector is sampled from {0, 1} * or {−1, 0, 1} * . We present a variant of the BKW algorithm for binary-LWE and other small secret variants and show that this variant reduces the complexity for solving binary-LWE. We also give estimates for the cost of solving binary-LWE instances in this setting and demonstrate the advantage of this BKW variant over standard BKW and lattice reduction techniques applied to the SIS problem. Our variant can be seen as a combination of the BKW algorithm with a lazy variant of modulus switching which might be of independent interest.
Introduction
Learning With Errors (LWE) [22] has received widespread attention from the cryptographic community since its introduction. LWE-based cryptography is mainly motivated by its great flexibility for instantiating cryptographic solution as well as a deep worst-case/average-case connections [22] : solving LWE on the average is not easier than solving worst-case instances of several famous lattice approximation problems.
The motivation behind this work comes from the observation that some recent constructions based on LWE do not sample the secret uniformly at random but rather from some distribution which produces small entries (e.g. [5, 1, 13, 12, 21] ). From a theoretical point of view, this is motivated by the observation that every LWE instance can be transformed into an instance where the secret follows the same distribution as the noise [5] . 1 However, many constructions use secrets which are considerably smaller. For example, binary-LWE samples the secret from {0, 1} * [8] or {−1, 0, 1} * [12] . The presence of such small secrets provokes the question of what implications such choices have on the security of LWE. Is solving LWE with, say, binary secrets easier than standard LWE? From a theoretical point of view, [8] proves that their binary-LWE is as secure as LWE. In this paper, we try to address the question from an algorithmic point of view; i.e. what is the actual impact of small secrets on concrete parameters.
Algorithms for Solving LWE
Three families of algorithms for solving LWE are known in the literature. The most prominent approach is to reduce LWE to a problem that can be solved via lattice reduction, for example, by reducing it to the Short Integer Solution (SIS) problem. Indeed, most parameter choices in the literature are based on the hardness of lattice reduction such as [17, 10, 18] . These estimates for a given set of parameters n (number of components of the secret), q (size of the modulus) and σ (standard deviation of the noise) are usually produced by extrapolating running times from small instances.
A second approach is due to Arora and Ge who reduce LWE to solving a system of non-linear equations [6] . This algorithm allow us to solve LWE in sub-exponential time as soon as the Gaussian distribution is sufficiently narrow, i.e. α · q < √ n. Recall that the security reduction [22] for LWE requires to consider discrete Gaussian with standard deviation α · q strictly bigger than √ n. However, from a practical point of view, the constants involved in this algorithm are so large that it is much more costly than other approaches for the parameters typically considered in cryptographic applications [2] .
The third family of algorithms are combinatorial algorithms which can all be seen as variants of the BKW algorithm. The BKW algorithm was proposed by Blum, Kalai and Wasserman [7] as a method for solving the Learning Parity with Noise problem, with sub-exponential complexity, requiring 2 O(n/ log n) samples, space and time. The algorithm can be adapted for tackling LWE with complexity 2 O(n) when the modulus is taken to be polynomial in n [22] . BKW proceeds by splitting the n components of LWE samples into a groups of b components each. For each of the a groups of components the algorithm then searches for collisions in these b components to eliminate them. The overall complexity of the algorithm is ≈ a 2 n · q b 2 operations, and a · q b 2 memory, where a and b depend on the n, q and α.
The behaviour of the algorithm is relatively well understood and it was shown to outperform lattice reduction estimates when reducing LWE to SIS (when q is small), thus it provides a solid basis for analysing the concrete hardness of LWE instances [3] .
Organisation of the Paper and Main Results
While none of the algorithms above take advantage of the presence of small secrets, we may combine them with modulus switching. Recall that modulus switching was initially introduced to improve the performance of homomorphic encryption schemes [9] and was recently used to reduce the hardness of LWE with polynomially sized moduli to GAPSVP [8] . Modulus switching is essentially the same as computing with a lower precision similar to performing floating point computations with a low fixed precision. Namely, let a, c = a, s + e ∈ Z n q × Z q be LWE sample where s ∈ Z n q is the secret vector, and e ∈ Z q is an error. Let also some p < q and consider p/q · a , p/q · c with p q · c = p q a, s + q · u + e , for some u ∈ Z 
where x, y p denotes the modulo p inner product of x and y.
Since p/q · a − p/q · a takes values ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] we have that e is small if s is small. We may hence compute with the smaller 'precision' p at the cost of a slight increase of the noise rate by a 'rounding error' e .
Modulus switching allows to map a LWE instance mod q to a scaled instance of LWE mod p. Thus, modulus switching can be used in the solving of small secret instances of LWE, a folklore approach which has not been explicitly studied in the literature. Namely, if we pick p such that e is not much larger than p/q · e then, for example, the running time of the BKW algorithm improves from (a 2 n) · q b 2 to (a 2 n) · p b 2 . Since typically b ≈ n/ log n this may translate to substantial improvements. Indeed, we can pick p such that | p/q · a − p/q · a , s | ≈ p/q · |e|. This implies σ s · n 12 ≈ p/q · σ, or p ≈ min q, σs σ · n 12 · q , where σ s is the standard deviation of elements in the secret s.
In this paper, we refine this approach and present a variant of the BKW algorithm which fuses modulus switching and BKW-style reduction. In particular, this work has two main contributions. Firstly, in Section 2 we present a modulus switching strategy for the BKW algorithm in which switching is delayed until necessary. In a nutshell, recall that the BKW algorithm performs additions of elements which collide in certain components. Our variant will search for such collisions in 'low precision' Z p but will perform arithmetic in 'high precision' Z q . We call rounding error the inner product of the sub-vector of 'low bits' of a with the secret s. Our strategy permits to decrease rounding errors and allows to reduce p by a factor of √ a.
Secondly, this perspective enables us to choose reductors in the BKW algorithm which minimise the rounding errors further (Section 3). Namely, we favour components a with small distance | p/q · a − p/q · a| in already reduced components, called 'child components' in this work. Our strategy ensures that the probability of finding such elements is highest for those components which are considered first by the BKW algorithm, i.e. those components which contribute most to the noise. We note that the first contribution relies on standard independence assumptions only, while the second contribution relies on stronger assumptions, which however seem to hold in practice.
We then discuss the complexity of our variants in Section 4. For typical choices of parametersi.e. q ≈ n c for some small constant c ≥ 1, a = log 2 n and b = n/ log 2 n -the complexity of BKW as analysed in [3] is O 2 cn · n log 2 2 n . For small secrets, a naive modulus switching technique allows reducing this complexity to O 2 n c+ log 2 d log 2 n · n log 2 2 n where 0 < d ≤ 1 is a small constant. If the secret distribution does not depend on n and if an unbounded number of LWE samples is available our improved version of BKW allows to get a complexity of:
log 2 log 2 n log 2 n · n log 2 2 n .
We then study the behaviour of this algorithm by applying it to various instances of LWE with binary secrets. In Section 5 we report on experiments conducted with a proof-of-concept implementation of our algorithm. In Section 6, we compare the results with plain BKW and BKZ under modulus switching and a simple meet-in-the-middle approach or generalised birthday attack. We show that our lazy-modulus-switching variant of the BKW algorithm provides better results than applying plain BKW after modulus reduction. We also demonstrate that under the parameters considered here this algorithm also -as n increases -outperforms the most optimistic estimates for BKZ when we apply BKZ to the same task as that to which we apply BKW: finding short vectors in the (scaled-)dual lattice -we obtain this perspective by viewing the rounding error as an increase in the noise rate while still finding short vectors in the (scaled)-dual p-ary lattice determined by our modulus-reduced LWE samples. Indeed, our results indicate that our algorithm outperforms BKZ 2.0 when both are used to find a short vector in the (scaled)-dual lattice in dimension as low as ≈ 256 when considering LWE parameters from [22] with binary secret. How-ever, we stress again that we always assume an unbounded number of samples to be available for solving.
Notations
To fix the notations, we reproduce below the definition of LWE.
Definition 1 (LWE [22] ). Let n, q be positive integers, χ be a probability distribution on Z q and s be a secret vector in Z n q . We denote by L s,χ the probability distribution on Z n q × Z q obtained by choosing a ∈ Z n q uniformly at random, choosing e ∈ Z q according to χ, and returning (a, c) = (a, a, s + e) ∈ Z n q × Z q . We define Decision-LWE as the problem of deciding whether pairs (a, c) ∈ Z n q × Z q are sampled according to L s,χ or the uniform distribution on Z n q × Z q . Search-LWE is the problem of recovering s from (a, c) = (a, a, s + e) ∈ Z n q × Z q sampled according to L s,χ .
The noise follows some distribution χ which is classically chosen to be a discrete Gaussian distribution over Z with mean 0 and standard deviation σ = s/ √ 2π = αq/ √ 2π, reduced modulo q. In the following, we always start counting at zero. We denote vectors as well as matrices in bold, vectors in lower case, and matrices in upper case. Given a vector a, we denote by a (i) the i-th entry in a, i.e. a scalar, and by A (i,j) the entry at index i, j. For vectors a we denote by a (a,b) the vector (a (a) , . . . , a (b−1 )). When given a list of vectors, we index its elements by subscript, e.g. a 0 , a 1 , a 2 , to denote the first three vectors of the list. This means that a i,(j) is the j-th component of the vector a i . When we write (a i , c i ) we always mean the output of an oracle which should be clear from the context. In particular, (a i , c i ) does not necessarily refer to samples following the initial distribution. We writeã instead of a to indicate a has some short elements. We represent elements in Z q as integers in [− q 2 , . . . , q 2 ], similarly for Z p . We write χ α,q for the distribution obtained by considering a discrete Gaussian distribution over Z with standard deviation αq/ √ 2π, mean 0, considered modulo q.
A Modified BKW Algorithm: Lazy Modulus Switching
Following [3] , we consider BKW -applied to Decision-LWE -as consisting of two stages: sample reduction and hypothesis testing. In this work, we only modify the first stage.
The Basic Idea
We briefly recall the principle of classical BKW. Assume we are given samples of the form (a, c) following either L s,χ or U(Z n q ) × U(Z q ). Our goal is to distinguish between the two cases. BKW proceeds by producing samples (a * , c * ) with a * being all zero such that statistical tests can be applied to c * to decide whether they follow U(Z q ) or some distribution related to L s,χ . This is achieved by grouping the n components of all vectors into a groups of b components each (assuming a and b divide n for simplicity). If two vectors collide on all b entries in one group, the first is subtracted from the second, producing a vector with at least b all zero entries. These vectors are then again combined to produce more all zero entries and so forth until all a groups are eliminated to zero. However, as we add up vectors the noise increases. Overall, after addition levels the noise has standard deviation √ 2 αq. Our algorithm, too, will be parametrized by a positive integer b ≤ n (the window width), and a := n/b (the addition depth).
Recall that the complexity of BKW algorithm is essentially q b . However, b only depends on the ratio αq/ √ 2πq = α √ 2π and thus not on q. Hence, it is clear that applying modulus reduction before running the BKW algorithm may greatly improve its running time: b is preserved whilst q is reduced to p. However, instead of applying modulus reduction in 'one shot' prior to executing BKW, we propose switching to a lower precision only when needed. For this, we actually never switch the modulus but simply consider elements in Z q 'through the perspective' of Z p . We then essentially only consider the top-most log 2 p bits of Z q .
Under this perspective, given samples of the form (a, c) we aim to produce ã,c = ã, s +ẽ , whereã is short enough, i.e.
Although other choices are possible, this choice means balancing the noiseẽ after a levels of addition and the contribution of | ã, s | such that neither dominates. We call the term ã, s the rounding error. So, condition (2) is such that after a levels of additions performed by the BKW algorithm the escalated initial noise and the noise coming from rounding errors have the same size.
Sample Reduction for Short Secrets
Let (a 0 , c 0 ), . . . , (a m−1 , c m−1 ) be samples which follow L s,χ or U(Z n q ) × U(Z q ). We now explain how to produce samples (ã i ,c i ) i≥0 that satisfy condition (2) . For simplicity, we assume from now on that p = 2 κ . 2
The main idea of the algorithm is to search for collisions among the first b components of samples (a i , c i ) by only considering their top log 2 p bits. If such a collision is found, we proceed as in the normal BKW algorithm, i.e. we subtract the colliding samples to clear the first b components. In our case, we clear the top-most log 2 p bits of the first b components. Hence, instead of managing elimination tables for every bit of all components, we only manage elimination tables for the most significant κ bits. Put differently, all arithmetic is performed in Z q but collisions are searched for in Z p after rescaling or modulus switching.
As in [3] , we realise the first stage of the BKW algorithm as a (recursively constructed) series of oracles B s,χ (b, , p). In our case, we have 0 ≤ < a, where B s,χ (b, a − 1, p) produces the final output and B s,χ (b, −1, p) calls the LWE oracle. We will make use of a set of tables T (maintained across oracle calls) to store (randomly-chosen) vectors that will be used to reduce samples arising from our oracles. However, compared to [3] our oracles B s,χ (b, , p) take an additional parameter p which specifies the precision which we consider. Hence, if p = q then we recover the algorithm from [3] where we perform no modulus reduction at all. In particular, B s,χ (b, , p) proceeds as follows:
3. For 0 < < a, we proceed as above: we make use of the table T (constructed by calling B s,χ (b, − 1, p) up to (p b − 1)/2 times) to reduce any output sample from B s,χ (b, − 1, p) with p/q · a (b· ,b· +b) by an element with a matching such vector, to generate a sample returned by B s,χ (b, , p).
Pseudo-code for the modified oracle B s,χ (b, , p), for 0 ≤ < a, is given in Algorithm 1.
until the world ends; 14 (a , c ) ← Tz; 15 return (a − a , c − c );
Picking p
Yet, we still have to establish the size of p to satisfy Condition 2. We note that in our approach we do not actually multiply by p/q. Let σ r be the standard deviation of uniformly random elements in Z q/p . Performing one-shot modulus switching in this setting would mean splitting a into two vectors, a with the 'high order' bits and a with 'low order' bits. The components of the latter would contribute to the final noise as the rounding error, the components of the former would be eliminated by BKW. The standard deviation of the components of a is σ r . For each component of a (i) one-shot modulus switching would add a noise with standard deviation σ r σ s . Hence, after applying BKW to these pre-processed samples, the standard deviation of the noise contributed by modulus-switching in the final output would be
However, as the following lemma establishes, we may consider smaller p because the final noise contributed by modulus switching under Algorithm 1 is smaller than in (3). This is because if (ã i ,c i ) are final output samples then the entriesã i,(b·a−1) will be significantly smaller thanã i,(0) .
Yet, to formalise this, we need to make a (standard) simplifying assumption, namely that the outputs of the BKW algorithm (at every stage) are independent. That is, we make the assumption that, during the course of the algorithm described, all components of each sample from B s,χ (b, , p) are independent from every other sample. We emphasize that similar assumptions are standard in treatments of combinatorial algorithms for LPN/LWE (cf. [3, 11] ).
Assumption 1
We assume that all outputs of B s,χ (b, , p) are independent.
Remark 1. Calculations show that if we consider any two of the outputs of our algorithm, the expected proportion of shared elements is very small (a more detailed investigation of such effects is currently in preparation as part of an independent work). In the event of two final samples sharing one or a small number of error elements, the combined noise of these two samples remains weakly dependent. Indeed, in [11] , the authors presented and implemented a heuristic algorithm related to BKW in which all attempts at preserving independence between samples were abandoned, yet they report that the results were indistinguishable from the independent or weakly-dependent BKW samples. In the course of extensive experimentation, no deviation from the behaviour expected from the presumed independence of samples was observed.
Assumption 1 allows to establish the following lemma:
Let also σ r be the standard deviation of uniformly random elements in Z q/p . Under Assumption 1, the components ofã = a − a returned by B s,χ (b, , p) satisfy:
Proof. We assume b = 1 without loss of generality and proceed by induction on .
Initialization. If = 0, then i = 0. The output of B s,χ (b, 0, p) is the sum of two random vectors in Z n q which collide in component zero when considered in Z p . The variance of the result is hence that of a random element in Z q/p , i.e. σ 2 r , in component zero, all other components follow the uniform distribution in Z q . If = 1, then i = 0 and 1. Also, we have two elimination tables T 0 and T 1 . Outputs of B s,χ (b, 1, p) are the sum of two outputs of B s,χ (b, 0, p). Under Assumption 1 these are independent and the sum of their variances is the variance of their sum. The variance ofã (0) is hence 2σ 2 r andã (1) has variance σ 2 r similarly to case = 0. All other components are uniformly random in Z q .
Induction. More generally, for > 0 the output of B s,χ (b, , p) is the sum of two outputs of B s,χ (b, − 1, p). Hence, its components satisfy Var(ã (i) ) = 2 · 2 −1−i σ 2 r for 0 < i < and σ 2 r for a ( ) .
Using Lemma 1 we may adapt our choice of p, because the noise contributed by modulus switching for a given p is smaller:
Let σ r be the standard deviation of uniformly random elements in Z q/p and σ s be the standard deviation of the distribution from which the secret s is sampled. Let (ã,c) be an output of B s,χ (b, a − 1, p). Under Assumption 1, the noise added by lazy modulus switching in the final
Proof. From Lemma 1, we are adding n (assumed to be) independent random variables, each of which takes the formã i · s i whereã i is distributed according to the interval of b elements in which i lies. The corollary then follows by adding the variances of b such random variables from each interval.
Now, compare Corollary 1 with the standard deviation in (3) . We see that the standard deviation obtained using our lazy modulus switching is divided by a factor √ a w.r.t. to a naive use of modulus-switching, i.e. as in (3) . As a consequence, we may reduce p by a factor √ a.
Improved Algorithm: Stunting Growth by Unnatural Selection
Based on the strategy in the previous section, we now introduce a pre-processing step which allows us to further reduce the magnitude of the noise present in the outputs of B s,χ (b, a − 1, p) by reducing rounding errors further. For this, it will be useful to establish notation to refer to various components of a i in relation to B s,χ (b, , p).
Children: are all those components with index j < b · , i.e. those components that were reduced by some B s,χ (b, k, p) with k < : they grow up so quickly. So, for example, if n = 10 and b = 2 and we are considering = 2 then a (0−3) are child components, a (4−5) are parents and a (6−9) are strangers (cf. Figure 1 ).
a (9) Child entries, parents live in T 0
Child entries, parents live in T 1
Parent entries (w.r.t. T 2 ) Strangers Fig. 1 . Children, parents and strangers.
The Basic Idea
For the general idea and intuition, assume b = 1 and thatã i are outputs of B s,χ (b, 0, p) and we hence have Var(ã i,(0) ) = σ 2 r . Now, some of theseã i will be stored in Table T 1 by B s,χ (b, 1, p) based on the value in the parent componentã i, (1) . All future outputs of B s,χ (b, 1, p) which collide with a i in the parent component at index 1 will haveã i added/subtracted to it, we are hence adding a value with Var(ã i,(0) ) = σ 2 r in index 0. (b, , p) . If we selectively employ this alternative strategy using the relative magnitudes of the child components of (a i , c i ) and the table entry as a criterion, we can improve the 'quality' of our tables as part of a pre-processing phase.
That is, in B s,χ (b, , p) for each collision in a parent component we may inspect the child components for their size and keep that in T where the child components are smallest. Phrased in the language of 'children' and 'parents': we do not let 'nature', i.e. randomness, run its course but intervene and select children based on their size. As the number of child components is b · it becomes more difficult as increases to find vectors where all child components are short.
Algorithms
This leads to a modified algorithm B small,s,χ (b, , p) given in Algorithm 2. Using Algorithms 1 and 2 we may then present our revised version of the BKW algorithm in Algorithm 3 where we first use Algorithm 2 to produce 'good' tables and then use Algorithm 1 to sample (ã i ,c i ) as before. Algorithm 3: BKW with lazy modulus switching.
Picking p
It remains to be established what the effect of such a strategy is, i.e. how fast children grow up or how fast rounding errors accumulate. In particular, given n vectors x i sampled from some distribution D where each component has standard deviation σ, i.e. Var(x i,(j) ) = σ 2 we are interested in the standard deviation σ n of each component for x * = min abs (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) where min abs picks that vector where b· −1 j=0
x (j) is minimal. At this point we know no closed algebraic expression for σ n . However, we found -as detailed below -that σ n can be estimated as follows:
Assumption 2 Let the vectors x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ∈ Z τ q be sampled from some distribution D such that σ 2 = Var(x i,(j) ) where D is any distribution on (sub-)vectors observable in Algorithm 3. Let
x * = min abs (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) where min abs picks that vector x * with b· −1 j=0
with c τ as in Table 1 for τ ≤ 10 and
otherwise. Table 1 . c τ for small values of τ
We arrive at the approximation in Assumption 2 as follows. We chose D = U(Z 2 32 ) and observed that σ/σ n behaves linearly when τ = 1 (cf. Figure 2 ). As we increase τ we expect the problem of finding short vectors to become exponentially harder. We also require σ/σ 1 = 1 for any τ . The approximation c τ τ √ x + (1 − c τ ) = σ/σ n satisfies all these conditions. Furthermore, experimental evidence suggests that there exist c τ such that a function of this form approximates the observed data closely (cf. Figure 2) . We then used curve fitting (as implemented in Sage [23] via calls to SciPy [15] which in turn calls MINPACK [20] ) on experimental data for 1 ≤ n ≤ 128 to find c τ for 1 ≤ τ ≤ 512; Table 1 lists the first 10 such values. The expression c τ ≈ 1/5 √ τ + 1/3 was recovered by curve fitting the pairs (1, c 1 ), . . . , (512, c 512 ) recovered before (cf. Figure 3 for a plot of this data and 1/5 √ τ + 1/3). However, for small values of τ this expression diverges too much from the observed, which is why we are using explicit values instead. Finally, we assume that all distributions observed during the course of running our algorithm 'shrink' at least as fast as the uniform distribution. An assumption we experimentally verified for the normal distribution and which seems to be confirmed by our experimental results in Section 5.
With Assumption 2 we can now estimate the size of the entries of the variance matrix associated with our elimination tables. That is, a matrix M where the entry M (i,j) holds the variance of entries (b · j, . . . , b · j + b − 1) in T i .
It is clear that M (i,j) = Var(U(Z q )) for 0 ≤ i < a and i ≤ j as no reductions take place for entries on and above 'the main diagonal'. Now, in Algorithm 3 the child components in T 1 are reduced by calling Algorithm 2 o/(a + 1) times. Each table T has p b /2 rows and we can hence apply Assumption 2 on T 1 with τ = b and n = 2o (a+1)p b + 1 uniform samples (i.e. D is the uniform distribution) with standard deviation σ r . Note that this assumes (idealistically) that each table entry is 'hit' exactly n times during this process. While the expected value of 'hits' each table entry receives is n, ideally we wish to ensure that the majority of table entries are 'hit' at least a certain number of times. Clearly, the number of 'hits' for a given table entry is governed by a binomial distribution -if we consider the problem from a 'balls and bins' perspective, we have the random and independent placing of o/(a + 1) balls into p b /2 bins. Then we can approximate the expected number of bins containing j balls by a Poisson random variable with parameter o/((a + 1) · p b /2), implying we can approximate the number of such bins by
Thus we can approximate the number of bins containing less than M balls by
Now, it is well known that when the parameter is large enough, the Poisson distribution itself may be approximated closely by a Gaussian distribution. The parameter for the Poisson distribution is Thus, under the assumption that these approximations hold, we can approximate the probability that a given bin contains less than x balls by the standard CDF for Gaussians:
However, in Algorithm 4 below we use the mean and take the distribution of balls in bins into account by reducing the number of observed samples by a fudge factor of 2 in our calculations.
By Assumption 2 we hence get
Moving on to M (2,0) we have τ = 2b. Hence, using the same reasoning as in Lemma 1 we expect for 1 ≤ t < a do // row t = sum of prev. rows + 1 fresh el. for each index This now allows us to given an expression for the noise distribution output by B s,χ (b, a − 1, p).
Lemma 3. Let n ≥ 1 be the dimension of the LWE secret vector, q be a modulus, b ∈ Z with 1 ≤ b ≤ n. Define a := n/b and pick some p < q and let v be as in Lemma 2. Let (ã i ,c i ) be outputs of B s,χ (b, a − 1, p). We assume that Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then as a increases the distribution ofc i approaches a discrete Gaussian distribution modulo q with standard deviation
Proof. The standard deviation follows from Assumption 1 and Lemma 2. Since the distribution is formed by adding up 2 a vectors it approaches a discrete Gaussian distribution when considered over Z as a increases by the Central Limit Theorem.
Assumption 3
We assume that Lemma 3 holds for 128 ≤ n, i.e. the values of n considered in this work.
Complexity
Finally, we analyse the complexity of the presented algorithms. To do so, we assume that Assumptions 1, 2, and 3 hold. Lemma 3 allows us to estimate the numbers of samples needed to distinguish the outputs of B s,χ (b, a − 1, p) if B s,χ (b, −1, p) returns LWE samples from uniform. For this, we rely on standard estimates [17] for the number of samples required to distinguish. This estimate provides a good approximation for the advantage obtainable in distinguishing between U(Z q ) and a discrete Gaussian reduced mod q with standard deviation σ total . In particular, we compute the advantage as
We can now state the overall complexity of running the algorithm in Theorem 1. Remark that the proof of next two results are omitted; they follow by an easy adaptation of the proof of Lemma 2 in [3] . · a · (n + 1) elements in Z q , each of which requires log 2 (q) bits of storage.
To clarify the impact of Theorem 1, we consider m * = 0 -i.e. the case discussed in Section 2 -on classical parameters of LWE.
Corollary 3. Let q ≈ n c , for some constant c > 0, and α = n 1/2−c such that σ ≈ αq ≈ √ n. Furthermore, let a = log 2 n and b = n/ log 2 n be the usual choices of parameters for BKW. Assume σ s does not depend on n. Then, solving Decision-LWE costs at most O 2 n c+ log 2 d− 1 2 log 2 log 2 n log 2 n · n log 2 2 n operations in Z q . We also need to store O 2 n c+ log 2 d− 1 2 log 2 log 2 n log 2 n · n log 2 n elements in Z q .
Proof. First, we recall that the time complexity of the BKW algorithm, under these parameters and as analysed in [3, Corollary 3] , is ≈ a 2 n q b . Note that the memory needed is also ≈ a n q b . With the parameters considered, this yields a time complexity dominated by O n cn/ log 2 n · n log 2 2 n = O 2 c n · n log 2 2 n . This can be improved by first performing a one-shot modulus switching, as explained in Section 2.3, and then using BKW on this pre-processed instances. A good choice is to take p small ≈ min{q, σs σ n 12 · q}, which simplifies to min{q, σs √ 12 · q} or d · q, with 0 < d ≤ 1, under these parameter choices. This allows to reduces the complexity to O (dn c ) n/ log 2 n · n log 2 2 n = O d n/ log 2 n · 2 cn · n log 2 2 n = O 2 n c+ log 2 d log 2 n · n log 2 2 n .
Since log 2 d < 0, this indeed improves the complexity of the plain BKW.
Applying lazy modulus switching, once can reduce p small by an additional factor of √ a = log 2 n (Corrolary 1). This gives:
O   dn c log 2 n n/ log 2 n · n log 2 2 n   = O 2 n c+ log 2 d log 2 n · n log 2 2 n , with d = d log 2 n .
Finally log 2 d = log 2 d − 1 2 log 2 log 2 n, and then:
O   dn c log 2 n n/ log 2 n · n log 2 2 n   = O 2 n c+ log 2 d− 1 2 log 2 log 2 n log 2 n · n log 2 2 n .
The very same argument yields the memory complexity announced.
Implementation
We implemented the algorithm presented in this work, i.e. Algorithm 3, to verify the assumptions made in this work and to confirm the expected behaviour of the algorithm. Our implementation supports machine size ring elements and integer values for b. We mention that our implementation is not optimised and hence we do not report CPU times. Our implementation is available at http://bitbucket.org/malb/bkw-lwe.
Independence Assumption
To verify the independence assumption, i.e. Assumption 1, and in particular that the noise part behaves like discrete Gaussian modulo q with s = √ 2 a αq, we ran our implementation for q = 4093, σ = 3.0, and b = 2 with n = 10, 25 and 30. In each case, we asked for 2 20 samples and extracted the noise by computing c i − ã i , s and analysed the resulting distributions. In all our experiments, the noise followed a discrete Gaussian closely. In Figure 4 we plot a histogram for the experimental data (in gray) for the case n = 30 and the expected distribution for N (0, √ 2 a q).
Correctness of Algorithm 4
The behaviour our algorithm depends critically on the quality of approximation made in Algorithm 4. We hence verified that the matrix M returned by that algorithm matches the actual variances observed in practice.
We start, with an example where the prediction is quite precise. We considered the parameters q = 65521, a = 20, b = 2, p = 2 11 and o = 2 26 . Algorithm 4 returns the following matrix 
whereas our implementation constructed tables with the follow variance matrix 
To highlight the limitations of Algorithm 4 we consider the parameters q = 65521, n = 30, b = 3, σ = 1.0, p = 2 8 and o = 2 29 . Algorithm 4 predicts which means we overestimated the variance of child components in our tables T .
The main reason for this effect is that our approximation of the shrinking of variances when taking the minimum is based on the uniform distribution. However, the distributions actually governing the entries of our tables T are not uniform, as discussed in 3. Figure 5 .2 gives histograms for these distributions. x # samples Overall, for the instances considered our estimates are pessimistic, which means we expect our algorithm to perform better in practice than predicted. A more refined model for its behaviour is hence a good topic for future work.
Parameters
To understand the behaviour of our more careful modulus switching technique for concrete parameters, we compare it with one-shot modulus switching. Specifically, we consider the "plain" BKW algorithm [7] as analysed in [3] . Furthmore, to make this work somewhat self-contained we also compare with the BKZ (2.0) algorithm when applied to SIS instances derived from LWE samples and with a simple meet-in-the-middle (MITM) approach or generalised birthday attack.
Instances. We choose n ∈ [128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048] and -using [4] -pick q ≈ n 2 and σ = q √ 2πn log 2 2 n as in Regev's original encryption scheme [22] . We then consider both variants of what is known as binary-LWE in the literature: we first assume s ← $ U(Z n 2 ) as in [8] and then s ← $ U({−1, 0, 1} n ) as in [12] . However, we assume an unbounded number of samples being available to the attacker to establish the performance of the algorithms discussed here under optimal conditions. BKW. For complexity estimates of the plain BKW algorithm we rely on [3] . There the BKW algorithm takes a parameter t which controls the addition depth a := t log 2 n. Here we first pick t = 2(log 2 q − log 2 σ)/ log 2 n which ensures that the standard deviation of the noise after a levels of additions grows only as large as the modulus. We then slowly increase t in steps of 0.1 until the performance of the algorithm is not estimated to improve any further because too many samples are needed to perform the distinguishing step. Following [3] , we translate operations in Z q into "bit operations" by multiplying by log 2 q.
BKZ.
To estimate the cost of the BKZ (2.0) algorithm we follow [19, 17] . In [19] , the authors briefly examine an approach for solving LWE by distinguishing between valid matrix-LWE samples of the form (A, c) = (A, As + e) and samples drawn from the uniform distribution over Z n q × Z q . Given a matrix of samples A, one way of constructing such a distinguisher is to find a short vector u such that uA = 0 mod q. If c belongs to the uniform distribution over Z n q , then u, c belongs to the uniform distribution on Z q . On the other hand, if c = As + e, then u, c = u, As + e = u, e , where samples of the form u, e i are governed by another discrete, wrapped Gaussian distribution. Following the work of Micciancio and Regev [19] , the authors of [17] give estimates for the complexity of distinguishing between LWE samples and uniform samples by estimating the cost of the BKZ algorithm in finding a short enough vector. In particular, given n, q, σ and a target distinguishing advantage we set s = σ · √ 2π and compute β = q/s · log(1/ )/π. From this β we then compute the required root Hermite factor δ 0 = 2 log 2 2 (β)/(4n log 2 q) .
Given δ 0 we then approximate the running time of BKZ 2.0 in seconds using two different strategies.
Both strategies treat δ 0 as the dominant influence in determining the running time. The first strategy denoted "BKZ" follows [17] and defines log 2 T sec = 1.8/ log 2 δ 0 −110. The second strategy denoted "BKZ2" follows [3] who interpolated data points from [18] as log 2 T sec = 0.009/ log 2 2 δ 0 −27.
We translate the running time in seconds figure into bit operations by assuming 2.3 · 10 9 bit operations per second on a 2.3 GHz CPU, which is pessimistic. Furthermore, for BKZ choosing advantage 1 and running the algorithms about 1/ times is usually more efficient than choosing ≈ 1 directly, i.e. we generate a new lattice of optimal sub-dimension each time using fresh LWE samples.
MITM. One can also solve small secret LWE with a meet-in-the-middle attack that requires ≈ c n/2 time and space where c is the cardinality of the set from which each component of the secret is sampled (so c = 2 or c = 3 for binary-LWE depending on the definition used): compute and store a sorted list of all As where s = (s (0) , . . . , s (n/2)−1 , 0, 0, . . . , 0) for all possible c n/2 choices for s . Then compute c − As where we have s = (0, 0, . . . , 0, s (n/2) , . . . , s n−1 ) and check for a vector that is close to this value in the list.
Results for s ← $ U(Z n 2 ). In Table 2 we give the number of bit operations ("log Z 2 "), calls to the LWE oracle ("log L s,χ ") and memory requirement ("log mem") for BKW without any modulus reduction to establish the baseline. All costs are given for the high advantage case, i.e. if 1 we multiply the cost by 1/ . Table 2 . Cost for solving Decision-LWE with advantage ≈ 1 for BKW, BKZ and MITM where q, σ are chosen as in [22] and s ← $ U(Z n 2 ). We run BKZ 1/ times, "log Z 2 " gives the number of "bit operations", "log L s,χ " the number of LWE oracle calls and "log mem" the memory requirement of Z q elements. All logarithms are base 2. p = q n/12σ s /σ. In particular, Table 3 lists the expected running time (number of oracle calls and where applicable memory requirements) of running BKW and BKZ after applying modulus reduction.
Finally, Table 4 gives the expected costs for solving these LWE instances using the techniques described in this work. We list two variants: one with and one without "unnatural selection" . This is because these techniques rely on more assumptions than the rest of this work which means we have greater confidence in the predictions avoiding such assumptions. Yet, as discussed in Section 5, these assumptions seem to hold reasonably well in practice. Table 5 . Cost for solving Decision-LWE with advantage ≈ 1 for BKW, BKZ and MITM where q and σ are chosen as in [22] and s ← $ U({−1, 0, 1} n ).
Discussion. The results in this section (summarised in Figure 6 ) indicate that the variants of the BKW algorithms discussed in this work compare favourably for the paramters considered. In particular, in the case s ← $ U({0, 1} n ) these BKW variants are the only algorithms which beat the simple MITM approach. For s ← $ U({−1, 0, 1} n ) that advantage naturally increases. The results in this table also indicate that the unnatural selection strategy has little impact on the overall time complexity. However, it allows to reduce the data complexity, in some cases, considerably. In particular, e.g. considering line 1 of Table 7 , we note that applying this technique can make the difference between a feasible (≈ 80 · 1024 4 bytes) and infeasible (≈ 1260 · 1024 6 bytes) attack for a well-equipped attacker [14] . Finally, we note that our results indicate that lattice reduction benefits from modulus reduction. However, this seems somewhat implausible judging from the used algorithms. This might indicate that the lattice reduction estimates from the literature above might need to be revised.
Reproducibility. Since the results of this section rely on estimates which involve numerical approximations we make the source code (written for Sage [23] ) we used to compute these figures available as an attachment to this document. Table 6 . Cost for solving Decision-LWE with advantage ≈ 1 for BKW and BKZ variants where q, σ are chosen as in [22] and s ← $ U({−1, 0, 1} n ) after one-shot modulus reduction with p = q n/12σ s /σ. Table 7 . Cost for solving Decision-LWE with advantage ≈ 1 with the algorithms discussed in this work when s ← $ U({−1, 0, 1} n ). 
Conclusion & Future Work
We investigated applying modulus switching to exploit the presence of a small secret in LWE instances and demonstrated that it can make a significant impact on the complexity of solving such instances. We also adapted the BKW algorithm to perform modulus-switching 'on-the-fly', showing that this approach is superior to performing 'one-shot' modulus reduction on LWE samples prior to solving. Our first variant improves the target modulus by a factor of log 2 n in typical scenarios; our second variant mainly improves the memory requirements of the algorithm, one of the key limiting aspects of the BKW algorithm. Our algorithms, however, rely on various assumptions which, though appearing sound, are unproven. Our estimates should thus be considered heuristic, as are performance estimates for all currently-known algorithms for solving LWE. Verifying these assumptions is hence a promising direction for future research. Furthermore, one of the main remaining obstacles for applying the BKW algorithm to cryptographic constructions based on LWE is that it requires an unbounded number of samples to proceed. Lifting this requirement, if only heuristically, is hence a pressing research question.
